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As this truly terrible year comes to an end, I am happy to announce that this will be the final release of my private compendium. Okay, calm down and move the fork away. Let me tell you why this is a good thing. A few months ago, I approached a number of individuals working on their own compendiums to develop some standard conventions and collaborate more. It didn't take
long to discover that we all had something to gain (i.e. free time) from working together. So... Starting in 2021, I will put my compendium on a shelf and start helping with the FightClub5eXML project at GitHub.Why FightClub5eXML? While the FightClub5eXML project and I started at about the same time and from the same source materials, we have really kicked things out in
excess lately. My process is labor intensive and slow, yours is automated and fast. At the same time, I'm cracking open a book and writing, they're automatically pulling data from 5e Tools, formatting for Fight Club 5, and splitting content by origin. While you can use one of the pre-built compendiums on GitHub, real magic will go dnd.kinkofer.com. There you can select the sources
you have and create a custom compendium tailored to your campaign. In addition to speed, the FightClub5eXML project also has more content. They have a wide selection of Arcana discovered and some third-party sources as well. What happens to your compendium? At the moment, nothing. I will continue to maintain my compendium for my current players, but I will only add
new content that will be used in my active campaigns. Eventually, I'll switch to a custom FightClub5eXML compendium, but I still have plenty of content to add to your repository. Things like Tal'Dorei's campaign guide, Way of the Cobal Soul update, and more. As for my Compendium page, I will redesign soon to focus on my own creations and open content ports. I'll probably start
in this effort once I've cleared my current backlog. What am I going to be doing? I have big plans for 2021, but I'm not ready to share them. I also have a lot of projects that I need to finish and deliver. The compendium has dominated my time lately and I want to go back to mapping, updating my Find Screen + GM, and finally finishing my Exandria Atlas. Keep an eye on the site for
more information on new projects and resources. Thank you and if you have any questions, do not hesitate to do so. You can get to me better via Reddit or Twitter.Thanks for going through happy games, Donald Farland Creating XML files from all official D&amp;D sources compatible with fight club 5e and Game Master 5e apps for iOS and Android. The final XML files of use are
published in a Shared. If you're here to import files into the app, see the instructions in the link above. This repository is not an application itself. But you use it to build your own custom Compendium (see below). Contributing If you want to contribute, do not free yourself from forking the repository and sending traction requests with your changes. We no longer accept manual
changes to XML source files because these files are now generated from an external source. Development The XML files of the FightClub5eXML directory are Compendiums organized by source book. Collection files define which sources are combined into their own Compendium XML. When the master branch is updated, Travis CI validates the XML, builds the Compendiums
and expands to Dropbox. Adding new source material is added to D&amp;D 5e quite often, especially through Arcana discovered that it is typically used for beta testing. Keeping each source in its own file makes it easier to add new content and select which sources to include in your Compendium. Each source is like its own Compendium, and could potentially be imported on its
own, with two exceptions (classes and spells) explained below. The structure of the XML file must be: &lt;?xml version=1.0 encoding=UTF-8?&gt;Add specific items under the appropriate comment (for &lt;item&gt;example, ... &lt;/item&gt; goes below). &lt;compendium version=5 auto_indent=NO&gt; &lt;!-- Items --&gt; &lt;!-- Races --&gt; &lt;!-- Classes --&gt; &lt;!-- Feats --&gt; &lt;!--
Backgrounds --&gt; &lt;!-- Spells --&gt; &lt;!-- Monsters --&gt; &lt;/compendium&gt; &lt;!-- Items --&gt; See the Fight Club Import Tutorial for the format of each item, or use our existing sources as the basis. You can also consult the scheme we use for validation in Utilities/compendium.xsd. When merging with other sources (see Build your own Compendium below), the elements,
races, feats, backgrounds and monsters are added to the resulting Compendium. Subraces are recommended to be added as their own breed. However, classes and spells are combined when their names match, so it's easier to add subclasses without modifying existing sources. Subclasses Add a subclass to Fight Club is as easy as adding &lt;autolevel&gt;new tags to a class.
When selecting sources for a Compendium, the combination finds classes with &lt;name&gt;matching tags and adds &lt;autolevel&gt;labels at the end. &lt;class&gt; &lt;name&gt;Barbarian ... &lt;/name&gt; &lt;autolevel level=3&gt; &lt;feature optional=YES&gt;&lt;/feature&gt; &lt;/autolevel&gt; ... &lt;/class&gt; Because the rest of the class data is not included, this means that you
should include the original source of the class in your Compendium as well. Spells in the Compendium of the Fight Club, the spell lists are defined by the spell, not the If you want to add a spell to a class list, you must modify the &lt;classes&gt;spell label. This can be done without modifying the original spell by adding only the name and new class to your source XML. During the
Compendium merge, the value of &lt;classes&gt;is concatenated to any matching spell. New source: &lt;spell&gt; &lt;name&gt;Acid Splash&lt;/name&gt; &lt;/spell&gt; &lt;/classes&gt; &lt;/classes&gt; &lt;/autolevel&gt; &lt;/name&gt; &lt;/autolevel&gt; &lt;/autolevel&gt; &lt;/autolevel&gt; Resulting fusion with original source: &lt;spell&gt; &lt;name&gt;Acid Splash&lt;/name&gt;
&lt;level&gt;0&lt;/level&gt; &lt;school&gt;C&lt;/school&gt; ... &lt;classes&gt;Fighter, Rogue, Sorcerer, Magician, Artifier&lt;/classes&gt; ... &lt;/spell&gt; Like classes, the original source would be required for full spelling details to appear in Compendium. Manual validation While adding to XML source files, you can manually validate xml to capture any errors. You can find an online
XML Linter or use xmllint on the command line. Schema files are in the Utilities folder. Here's an example, running xmllint at the top level of the repo, using the compendium schema to validate an xml file in Sources: xmllint --noout --schema Utilities/compendium.xsd FightClub5eXML/Sources/CoreRulebooks.xml Build Your Own Compendium Create Collection File A collection file
is an XML file that lists which sources you want to merge into your compendium You must follow this format: &lt;?xml version=1.0 encoding=UTF-8?&gt;You can have one or more tags. &lt;collection&gt; &lt;doc href=.. /FightClub5eXML/Sources/PlayersHandbook.xml&gt;&lt;/doc&gt; &lt;doc href=.. /FightClub5eXML/Sources/DungeonMastersGuide.xml&gt;&lt;/doc&gt; &lt;doc href=..
/FightClub5eXML/Sources/MonsterManual.xml&gt;&lt;/doc&gt; &lt;/collection&gt; &lt;doc&gt; Each document must refer to an xml file with &lt;compendium&gt;a root element. The name of the collection file will be the name of the final Compendium. Run the merge With your collection in place, you are ready to build the compendium by merging the fonts together. Run this line in the
shell at the top level of the repo: for and in Collections/*.xml; make xsltproc -o FightClub5eXML/$i Utilities/merge.xslt $i; done This is the same line that runs on our .travis.yml and will place all combined Compendiums in FightClub5eXML/Collections/ 12. February 2016 um 07:35 · Two quick updates to my XML files 5e: 1. If you have problems with any arcana file discovered not
loading on GM 5 (and if you have, you should have said something), it's fixed. It turns out GM 5 requires a school to import spells, while Fight Club did not, and the powers of mysticism were causing the import to barf. I've let Lion's Den know and the disciplines and talents are all (hopefully temporarily) marked as Abjuration for the import to work. You can change them to None
once they are imported by editing the compendium items. 2. Thanks to Michael Stalker, I now have a version of the backgrounds that includes all the personality feature, ideal, link, and defect tables. It is in the premium files, and will replace the abbreviated versions of the backgrounds in any of the basic files. Welcome to the XML interchange site! I created site for sharing XML
and HTML files for d20 Fight Club 5th Edition and Game Master 5.This site will focus on the basic D&amp;D files 5th Edition, as well as campaign-specific files (Encounters and Notes) and home-grown character files&lt;/compendium&gt; &lt;/doc&gt; &lt;/doc&gt; files. I would like to thank Dave Rich for his great work in getting his files done. You can access your files from the links
here in the Downloads area, or by going to your Dropbox folder. Also, check out Ceryliae's Selection Mailbox with some of the latest files and updates! Contact him and ceryliae@gmail.com request access to his Dropbox folder. If you contact anyone and request access, you can then access the files directly from within Fight Club or Game Master! I am always looking for new files
for the Fight Club and Game Master. You can send me PC files if you want to share your character with other users, or Game Master XML files with your PC/NPC and Campaign Notes. Unfortunately, you currently cannot import encounters as XML. Hopefully this will come later! I will put the files and links I find. Please send me your files so I can send them for others to share! Go
to the Downloads page to see all available files. Home-brew and 3rd Party 0k - July 19, 2015, 5:12 AM by Eric Hamilton (v1) A set of backgrounds, playable races, character classes and sub-classes. This is the site for original user-generated content. PotA_Notes_Chptr_4.xml 29k - July 19, 2015, 2:07 AM by Eric Hamilton (v2) Princes of Revelation, Chapter 4 Notes PotA
Encounters Chtpr 4.xml 134k - July 19, 2015, 2:07 AM by Eric Hamilton (v2) Princes of revelation Chapter 4 Encounters PotA Encounters Chtpr 3.xml 90k - June 20, 2015, 6:22 AM by Eric Hamilton (v2) PotA_Notes_Chptr_3.xml 45k - June 19, 2015, 4:10 AM by Eric Hamilton (v2) Bad Elementary Notes for Chapter 3 Showing 5 files from the Downloads page. Download.
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